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CONFLICT-FREE COVERAGE ADVICE TO LOREGA
POLICYHOLDERS
BECAUSE WE ONLY ACT FOR POLICYHOLDERS, AND
NEVER FOR INSURERS, WE ARE ALWAYS CONFLICT-FREE
IN THIS INCREASINGLY TRIBALISTIC MARKET

LEGAL EXPERT

INTRODUCTION TO WYNTERHILL LLP
Wynterhill is a highly experienced niche law
firm known for its work in resolving unusual
and complex coverage disputes, across a
number of sectors and product lines. They are
noted for their work in both the Legal 500 and
Chambers & Partners.
They have expertise in the following sectors
or products: Construction, Financial Lines,
Property Damage and Business Interruption,
Trade Credit Insurance, Political Risk,
Reinsurance.
They are experts in preventing disputes and
dispute resolution as a last resort, whether that
is litigation or arbitration, and anything related
to the Financial Ombudsman.

WYNTERHILL'S SPECIALIST PROPERTY
DAMAGE AND BUSINESS INTERRUTION
(PDBI) CLAIMS TEAM
Wynterhill has a specialist PDBI team that
works alongside Lorega's expert adjusters,
external forensic scientists and other experts,
when major events occur and business critical
claims result from that event. When difficult
or unusual coverage issues arise during the
handling of a claim, Wynterhill are on hand to
advise immediately and to help navigate such
issues.
Wynterhill's team regularly advise on issues
relating to: aggregation, alleged breaches of
conditions, alleged fraud or recklessness,
disclosure, Enterprise Act claims, fair
presentation of the risk, insurable interest and
issues arising out of the Insurance Act, to name
a few. Most issues are resolved without formal
action, other issues are more contentious by
their very nature.
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CONFLICT-FREE COVERAGE ADVICE TO LOREGA
POLICYHOLDERS

LEGAL EXPERT

THE LOREGA/WYNTERHILL PARTNERSHIP
Wynterhill has a relationship with Lorega
whereby Lorega policyholders and supporting
brokers, when faced with an unusual or
difficult PDBI coverage issue, can obtain
free initial advice from a senior lawyer of
Wynterhill; attend a virtual conference to
discuss merits, strategy, and funding options;
and have preferential terms thereafter
including a number of contingency funding
arrangements that policyholders will benefit
from.
Wynterhill's "after-the-event" offering is
designed to facilitate strategic input on day
one when major events occur, and businesses
need to accelerate the claims process to obtain
a payment or commence remedial works.

THE WYNTERHILL TEAM
The Wynterhill team is made up of individuals
with a diverse range of backgrounds and
experience from within the London Insurance
Market including 12+ senior lawyers and Colin
Wynter QC.
CONTACT DETAILS
Please contact Dan Brooks (Partner) for further
information.
E: Dan.Brooks@wynterhill.co.uk
T: 0208 176 8032
M: 0730 516 7198
Enquiries: PDBI.Claims@wynterhill.co.uk

THE WYNTERHILL PROMISE
Wynterhill will give Lorega policyholders
candid advice on day one about the merits of
the coverage issue and will advise immediately
if there is a problem. Their goal is not to get
every claim paid because unlike some law
firms in the market, they believe that some
claims simply should not be paid. They
will always look after the interests of the
supporting brokers as part of the process, and
will not act against their interests.
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